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Abstract: This paper conducts an application of the DEA Methodology in the assessment of the performance of
JNTUH Colleges the indicators included the Faculty, Students, Infrastructure and Placements of the technical
Institutions. The results reveal those institutions that more efficiently carry out these activities. The proposed
method has been used for selection of quality attributes in technical education setting the performance of an
institute is likely to be influenced by quality of teacher, quality of students, infrastructure administration, extent
of training and placement and many others. It is felt that quality and performance evaluation is necessary not
only for appraisal but it is also required to improve overall service quality. Finally we discuss about the
existence of differences in the strengths and weaknesses between the technical institutions.
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I.

Introduction

The scrutiny upon the government has demanded public entities to increase the efficiency in using the
resources they manage. More over, there has also been a greater autonomy of the governmental units resulted
from the decentralization processes that recently took place in a number of different countries. These changes
called for the use of new management techniques able to value the performance of these units and to provide
tools that can con tribute to the improvement of decision-making process in the public sphere. Decreasing
effectiveness of the potential indicators able to represent the general efficiency of the entity is due to two
linked. One is that each group of indicators evaluates an aspect different from the activity. The other is that
different kinds of stake holders will be interested in different aspects of its management.
Therefore in situations in which each input and output can be added in a significant index of productive
efficiency, it is useful the application of the Data Envelopment Analysis model (DEA) as an added measure of
the relative efficiency of a group of homogeneous Decision Making Units (DMU). I-Huei Ho et al. (2001)
investigated the management and performance of engineering educational systems. The study established
performance evaluation model for engineering educational systems. The concept of balanced scorecard was
explored to construct a performance evaluation model. Ana Lúcia Miranda Lopes and Edgar August Lanzer
(2002) addressed the issue of performance evaluation-productivity and quality-of academic departments at a
University. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) was applied to simulate a process of cross evaluation between
the departments. Emilio Martin (2003) applied DEA methodology for assessing the performance of Zaragoza
University’s departments (Spain). The indicators that were included in the study concerned both the teaching
and the research activity of the departments. The results thereof revealed those departments that are more
efficiently carrying out these activities. Finally the author discussed about the existence of differences in the
strengths and weakness between departments of different areas. John Ruggiero (2004) highlighted that in DEA
with nondiscretionary inputs ignores the possibility of correlation among efficiency and the nondiscretionary
factors. Hahn-Ming Lee et al. (2005) reported a novel personalized recommendation system with online
preference analysis in a distance learning environment called Course bot. Users can both browse and search for
course materials by using the interface of Course bot. Kosmas Kotivas et al. (2005) presented a self evaluation
methodology on a specific post graduate engineering course in the critical technological area of advanced
materials. The methodology developed was based on total quality management (TQM) procedures that were
introduced in the higher education sector in Greece. P.Kousalya et al. (2006) applied Analytical Hierarchy
Process (AHP) to a decision making problem related to an educational arena.Through survey on the
expertoptions, the criteria that cause student absenteeism were identified and the criteriahierarchy was
developed. The relative importance of those criteria for Indian environment was obtained through the opinion
survey. Cai Yonghong and Lin Chongde(2006) suggested that teacher performance evaluation should find its
theoretical foundation in teacher performance constructs. After making literature review, critical case study,
critical interview and qualitative research, the authors proposed a new conceptual construct of teacher
performance and made necessary analysis for the construct of reliability and validity in empirical approaches.
Salah-Ud-Din Khan et al.(2006) developed a reliable instrument to evaluate the performance of Directors of
Physical Education working in Government colleges of North West Frontier Province.S. S. Mahapatra and M. S.
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Khan (2007) developed a quality measuring instrument called Edu QUAL and proposed a Neural
Network (NN) based integrated approach for evaluating service quality in education sector.
This paper describes the use of DEA methodology to assess the performance of 10 Women’s technical
institutions with in the JNTU Hyderabad according to the data. In first instance we will select those variables
that more accurately describe the consume of resources and the activity carried by the Technical institutions.
The results of the analysis will determine comparatively efficient DMUs intending to identify the causes
because of which the other DMUs are inefficient.

II.

Data Envelopment Analysis

Data Envelopment Analysis is a relatively new “data oriented” approach for evaluating the
performance of a set of peer entities called Decision Making Units (DMUS) which convert multiple inputs into
multiple outputs. The definition of a DMU is generic and flexible. Recent years have seen a great variety of
application of DEA for use in evaluation the performances of many different kinds of entities engaged in many
different activities in many different contexts in many different countries. These DEA applications have used
DMUS of various forms to evaluate the performance of entities, such as hospitals, US Air force wings,
Universities, Cities and Courts, business firms, and others, including the performance of countries, regions etc.
Because it requires very few assumptions, DEA has also opened up possibilities for use in cases which have
been resistant to other approaches because of the complex (often un known ) nature of the relations between the
multiple inputs and multiple outputs involved in DMUS.
As pointed out in Cooper, Seiford and Tone (2000), DEA has also been used to supply new insights
into activities (and entities ) that have previously been evaluated by other methods. DEA studies of the
efficiency of different legal organization forms such as “stock” vs “mutual” insurance companies have shown
that previous studies have fallen short in their attempt to evaluate the potentials of these different forms of
organizations. Similarly a use of DEA has suggested reconsideration of previous studies of the efficiency with
which pre and post merger activities have been conducted in banks that were studied by DEA.
Since DEA in its present form was first introduced in 1978, researchers in a number of fields have
quickly recognized that it is an excellent and easily used methodology for modeling operational process for
performance evaluation. This has been accomplished by other developments. For instance, ZHU (2002)
provides performance evaluation and benchmarking. DEA’S empirical orientation and the absence of a need for
the numerous a prior assumption.
For instance, consider what one wants to mean by “efficiency” or more generally, what one wants to
mean by saying that one DMU is more efficient than another DMU. This is accomplished in a straight forward
manner by DEA without requiring explicitly formulated assumption and variation with various types of models
such as linear and non- linear regression models.

III.

Bcc Model

One limitation of the CCR model is its assumption of Constant Returns to Scale (CRS). This over
restrictive assumption might have been a reason for DEA not being applied extensively in the initial years.
Banker Charnes and Cooper (1984) developed a simple but ingenious modification to the CCR DEA model,
which is to be referred to henceforth as the BCC model, to handle variable returns to scale (VRS). A separation
into technical and scale efficiencies is accomplished by the methods developed without altering the latter
conditions for use of DEA directly on observational data. Technical inefficiencies are identified with failures to
achieve best possible output levels and/or excessive amounts of inputs. Banker et al. introduce a new separate
variable, which makes it possible to determine whether operations were conducted in regions of increasing ,
constant or decreasing returns to scale in multiple input and multiple output situations.
Throughout this we confine attention to technical aspects of efficiency so that no price or cost data are
required. Suppose, therefore that we have n DMUS (decision making units) where each DMUj, j= 1,2…n
produces the s outputs in different amounts, Yrj r= 1,2,…s, using the same m inputs Xij i=1,2…m also in
different amounts.
+
𝒔
Minimize θo - ε( 𝒎
𝒊=𝟏 𝑺𝒊 +
𝒓=𝟏 𝑺𝒓 )
Subject to
θo xio = 𝒏𝒋=𝟏 𝑿𝒊𝒋 𝝀 𝒋 + Si - , i = 1,2…..m
y ro = 𝒓𝒋=𝟏 𝒀𝒓𝒋 𝝀𝒋 - Sr + , r=1,2,…..s
𝒏
𝒋=𝟏 𝝀 𝒋 = 1
𝝀𝒋, Si - , Sr + ≥ 0 for every i, j, r.
Any real number n>o, there exists another number n/2 such that n >n/2 >0 . see Arnold et al.(1998) for further
discussion of non-Archimedean constructs and their uses in DEA. It is not necessary to specify a value for ε
since it can be implemented in the following two stage manner:
In stage 1 a value of min θo = θo* is secured for (1) modified so that slacks are not included in the objective.
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In stage 2 then maximizes the sum of the slacks with the θo constraint fixed at θo = θo*
IV.
Returns to Scale
The above efficiency measures are based on Variable Returns to Scale technology (VRS). The variable
returns to scale result in a non- proportionate change (increase or decrease) in the outputs. The three types of
returns to scale and the difference between the input-reducing and the output-increasing measures are illustrated
on figures.

In fig (a) represents a function with an increasing slope. For every unit increase in the input, the output
increases by a more than proportionate quantity displaying increasing returns to scale(IRS).
In fig (b) represents decreasing returns to scale (DRS) where the function has a slope that decreases as
the input increases. P is a firm that lies below the efficient frontier.
In each of the three cases, P could be projected onto the frontier either under an input- reducing consideration or
an output – increasing consideration. B and D are projected points on the frontier obtained for comparison. The
input-reducing efficiency measure is given by CP/CD.
In the case of CRS as in fig (a), the triangles 𝚫 OAB and 𝚫 DCO are similar. By the law of similar triangles
`
𝑨𝑩
𝑶𝑨
= 𝑪𝑫 ………………………..(4.1)
𝑪𝑫
𝑨𝑩
𝑨𝑷

=

𝑪𝑷
𝑪𝑫

……………………… .(4.2)

V.

Empirical Investigation

10 Women’s Technical Institutions under JNTU Hyderabad have been selected for collection of data.
All the 10 colleges are exposed to a common frontier. The overall technical efficiency measured by variable
returns to scale is calculated to each of the technical institutions.
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VI.

Table: Statistic by BCC Model

Result of analysis
No. of efficient institutions
No. of inefficient institutions
Average efficiency result
Standard deviation
Maximum efficiency result
Minimum efficiency result

VII.

BCC Score
Women’s
8
2
0.97330
0.056301
1
0.769

Summary and Conclusions

A technique has been presented which employs Data Envelopment Analysis to select the most desirable
institutions from a list of the technical institutions, within the context of this analysis and assumptions, it is
shown that of these 10 institutions evaluated, 5 women’s institutions are found to be “near efficient”. One of the
advantages of using DEA is that for the DEA efficient. In other words, DEA can inform the decision-maker
which alter5natives are consistently the best when several attributes are considered, but it also provides
information as to how much improvement is needed for each alternative to with respect to inputs and outputs.
The impetus for this research is not necessarily to assist the investor in choosing the best institution. The
motivation for this analysis is to show how Data Envelopment Analysis can be used to assist with the multicriteria problem of selecting which institution is preferable. The technique can provide a single composite score
for each alternative, which has simplifying value.
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